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Minecraft large biomes seeds 1.16

Minecraft Seeds 1.16 creates incredible worlds that capture your creativity. You should check out the wonderful seeds to help kickstart the latest Minecraft journey. Here we delivered the greatest Minecraft Seeds 1.16. All the best Minecraft seeds for 1.16 Coastal Village Two Villages Pillager Outpost Beautiful Forest Hills Riverside Sunflower Plains Forest
Village Savanna &amp; Village Nether Minecraft Survival Island Seeds 1.16 Two Villages This is a spawn between desert and grassland. The villages are from the seaside town, Desert Village, and Pillager Outpost inside spitting distance from you. Seeds: 8638613833825887773 Coastal Village It will provide a very quick entrance to wood, village and
unlimited blue ocean. Seeds: 3227028068011494221 Savanna &amp; Village Savanna &amp; Village pleasant Minecraft seeds spawned just a few blocks from the village, on the outskirts of the vast and hilly biome of the savannah. Seeds: 12542 Nether Rush This Minecraft seed is for nether haste. Two villages within sight of spawning, wood aplenty, floor
lava. Seeds: 1654510255 Pillager Outpost Pillager Outpost is essentially the most harmful minecraft seed on this record, you have to run like a wind to escape from this Pillager outpost, just a few blocks from spawning. Seeds: 2327370183894455166 Beautiful Forest Dramatic Hills, a sharp, majestic world of snow-capped hills and rivers plowing through the
mountains, this is in fact an astonishing rebirth place for Minecraft. Seeds: 3427891657823464 Riverside Sunflower Plains This biome of the riverside sunflower plain will make it an unlikely place to start building a brand new apartment. Seeds: 9816485297234 Extreme Hills Lavafall This desert biome will look unusual. In the distance you can see the
spectacular biom Extreme Hills, full of coastal lavafall. Seeds: 321708923 Ice Spikes Ice Spikes are an impressive grain of frozen rivers and ice spikes, surrounded by forests and grassland. Seeds: 4186746847636013829 Mesa &amp; Cave Spiders Mesa &amp; Cave Spiders is matched exclusively to see the Cave Spider spawner pops up on the floor after
rebirth. Seeds: 8427444967367737379 Extreme Hills Splendour This Extreme Hills biome is a bright spot for a fort or palace. Seeds: 189354817 Bamboo Jungle &amp; Snowy Hills In bamboo jungle, plains, jungles and snowy hills converge inside. Seeds: 5672120378 Bamboo Jungle Temple You have to head south through the jungle biome with spawning.
You will come through this wonderful bamboo jungle. Seeds: 9176963463659858407 More Bamboo Jungle Bamboo Jungle Jungle will wead a common jungle in the northeast. Seed: 8047404964767577727 Bamboo &amp; Lava Wonderful Bamboo Jungle spawn comes with a twist whether you will be able to save all the jungle from burning down than it's
too late? Nasiona: -1013382714437321718 Bamboo Jungle Temple 2 Odkryjesz Świątynię Dżungli Dżungli during the lush bamboo jungle, only in a short walk from spawning. Seeds: 3376637928641427494 Yet another bamboo jungle This minecraft seed gives birth to a bamboo jungle.  Seeds: 6772802442113209320 Ocean Monument Island Ocean
Monument Island has quite a few surprises, along with a particularly closed Ocean Monument and Biome Mooshroom not removed from spawning. Seeds: 382118681805133221 Archipelago Although it is hardly the hardest seed of the island on the market, this cluster of tiny Minecraft islands makes the beginning attract attention and fantastic location of
construction. Seeds: 124014738 Island &amp; Mesa Beautiful, the massive starting island lies just off the coast of mesa's astonishingly large and exquisite biome collection. Seeds: 3585869031427545926 Smallest island ever Seeds: 3115927715480771327 Ladies and gentlemen, I assure you the smallest island ever born on, consists of a great complete
three blocks. No Tree Island Dare the problem of this herd of cows to dominate this remote and treeless island? Seeds: 4199716164182889661 Forest Island A tightly treed island on a stinging ocean of heat, with coral reefs, shipwrecks and ocean monuments nearby. Seeds: 4671266132020710557 Endless Beach (Large Biomes) Real coast, this one.
Travel inland in the first few wood, then head back to the coast for a fantastic place to build. Seeds: -1389577003656398696 Frozen Wasteland (Large Biomes) Stark and the colossal frozen wasteland provides a suitable (though insurmountable) problem for a veteran Minecraft participant. Seeds: 7255571058704538969 Colossal jungle (large biomes)
Colossal jungle is the largest of the lot. This is appropriate at the heart of what may be the largest jungle space. Seeds: 1405601600464054847 Snowy Mountains (Big Biomes) It is beautiful and characteristic of mountains and frosty forests, this Minecraft seed begs for someone to fill it. Seeds: 1832801519948573808 Endless Desert (Big Biomes) This tough
Minecraft is a great desert.  Seeds: 129797098505311939 Sunny Savanna (Big Biomes) Savanna lovers will be far from the northeast of previous deserts and forests alike, this Minecraft world is full of stunning views. Seeds: 1613247987266390429 Minecraft 1.16 Nether Update is finally here, and we have some great seeds to try out in the new world. There
are plenty of new things to experience, plus you'll want to make your way down to Nether to check out all the new biomes, and harvest all sorts of new resources, including elusive ancient debris! Minecraft 1.16 Seeds If you're looking for the best seeds of Minecraft 1.16, then we've compiled a list that includes many different types of worlds that will no doubt
be perfect for your next build. Starting with good semen is important because you will be A lot of time in it, so make sure to take your time and choose wisely! If you're having trouble thinking about what you want to do next in the game, a good seed can help you enhance your creativity with how it's laid out. If you want to find seeds for other versions of the
game, then check out our top Minecraft seeds, Best Minecraft Bedrock Seeds and Best Minecraft PE Seed Lists! Desert village surrounded by Biomes Seed Credit: Iuketheblaze - Seed: -807569075 - Platform: Bedrock If you are looking for seeds with different biomes and a whole bunch of villages, this will be for you! Not only spawning near a sweet desert
village that is surrounded by unique biomes, you have several villages in the area that you can visit that differ in their biome types! Desert Village w/Biomes: -249, 68, -273 Mine: -134, 71, -284 Pillager Post: -424 78 372 Taiga Village: -287 65 548 Ruined portal: -454 69 950 Village: -280 67 981 Village Near Mushroom Island, Surrounded by Ice Seed Credit:
Plebiain - Seed: -376042977865450385 - Platform: Java If you want a truly unique way to start your next world, then this seed completely delivers. You appear on the island with a village, and nearby there is a good biom from the island of mushrooms. You also happened to be surrounded by cold ocean and ice! Key locations of Savanna Biome: -240 66 832
Pyramid: -182 65 1263 Desert Village: -184 67 1358 2 Forest residences, Village, Witch Hut, &amp; Ruined Portal Seed Credit: MGJared - Seed: -8993723640229201049 - Platform: Java If you want jammed grain right at friction, this one delivers! You will find two Forest Residences that appear very close to each other, which is apparently quite rare. You
have a village between them and another village not too far from it. There's a swamp biom along with Witch Hut (you might even find yourself a black cat tame or some slimeballs) and you can even find ruined portal nearby. Key locations Village: -163 63 330 Village #2: -497 65 629 Woodland Mansion #1: -337 67 225 Woodland Mansion #2: 144 63 223
Witch Hut: 56 65 68 Ruined portal: 161 6 3 372 Flower Forest Biome: 1177 73 533 Savanna Village Overlapping w / Dark Oak Forest Seed Credit: lickthaticecreamcone - Seed: -98141769 - Platform: Bedrock This is a pretty cool seed because it's a great looking savannah village, which coincides with a dark oak forest biom. You are also near the desert, so
there are three biomes connected in the village. Near the village there is a very large gorge, which you can visit. At the moment of rebirth, you will find a village nearby that is worth checking out! If you go to the desert, there are several pyramids and another village. Key Locations Near Spawn: 162 75 108 Savannah &amp; Dark Oak Forest: 126 68 588 Large
Gorge: 130 16 518 Birch Forest Biom: 188 72 374 Pyramid: 250 65 816 Pyramid #2: 202 1120 Desert Village: -368 67 1278 Nether Locations Nether Portal was created very close to spawning. Sand Valley Soul: -11 47 -3 Ruined Portal: -643 40 485 Crimson Forest: -537 73 659 Bastion Remnant: -96 83 528 Four Witch Huts Seed Credit: MellowZippy - Seed:
17451728208755585 - Platform: Java Not too far from spawning are the four Witch's Huts that almost form the perfect square in a large swampy biome! This is quite a rare phenomenon and can be valuable to you if you want to be close to witches and be able to hunt down slime. What is even better about this grain is that it spawns directly in the village with
a huge ravage in it. You can get to the diamond level in this gorge, which can get you started with valuable resources early. I haven't found any while flying there, but delving deeper into the area can bring some good finds. Key locations of Witch Hut #1: -140 65 -160 Witch Hut #2: 0 65 -157 Witch Hut #3: 16 65 3 Witch Hut #4: -143 65 19 Birch Forest Biom:
406 83 361 Nether Locations Nether Portal was built very close to spawning. Basalt Deltas: 46 68 -29 Sand Valley Soul: 28 41 -9 Crimson Forest: -250 54 176 Warped Forest: 352 36 -143 Bastion Remnant: -52 39 -829 Fortress: -572 64 -1136 Woodland Mansion at Spawn Seed Credit: JakeyScarHand512 - Seed: 1609055592099966422 - Platform: Java If
you are looking for a huge Forest Mansion in a weld, then this seed will be great for you! There is also a swamp and a flower forest nearby, which is a short walk away. You will also find a pretty pretty village right on the beach that has a dock and is really well designed. There is another larger village near the residence, along with a nearby ruined portal and
wreckage. Key locations woodland mansion: 207 63 65 Flower Forest: 109 64 -89 Village: -140 62 801 High Birch Forest: 514 91 -8 1 Large Plain Village: 694 66 72 Ruined portal: 951 64 205 Wreck: 979 55 228 Nether Locations Nether Portal was created very close to rebirth. Crimson Forest: -28 35 318 Warped Forest: 160 46 452 Basalt Delta: -13 77 -27
Fortress: 299 68 639 Bastion Leftovers: -318 59 34 Octopus Island Seed Credit: Plebiain - Seed: 2945671375784082726 - Platform: Java What a unique find for seeds! You appear on the island with a giant taiga and a biomem from mushrooms. Taiga are great biomes to find yourself a pet fox if you are looking for some light companions. If you stay away
from it, you will see that this island is octopus/squid-shaped! It's a really amazing layout and makes it a great place to start your base. In the forest there is a large gorge, where you can look for early resources. You will also find the Ocean Monument, not too far away! Key locations of Ravine Gorge near Spawn: -14 64 -205 Coral reef: 33 53 388 Biome
Swamp: 546 69 389 Monument: 880 61 -322 Wreck: 181 53 -372 Ruined portal: 116 51 -605 Snow Tundra Village: -835 67 -1356 -1356 Nether Portal locations was created very close to spawn. Crimson Forest: -33 101 -30 Warped Forest: -145 36 -141 Basalt Delta: -98 54 -323 Fortress: -848 73 -432 Bastion Of Remains -579 66 -777 Skinny Mushroom
Island Seed Credit: Plebiain - Seed: 2332439756294123069 - Platform: Java This could be one of the most unique seeds I've ever come across. The main attraction is spawning, where you start on a huge skinny mushroom island. This is a rare biom, and the attraction is that monsters will not appear on it. There is also a Ruined Portal on this island, which
will make it easy to get loot. So it's a great safe place to build your base. From here you can find a cold ocean with amazing icebergs, mountain biomes and another ruined portal. If you're still heading towards the mainland, you'll come across a swampy biom with the Witch's Hut. There is also a wreck stuck in the icebergs, which looks amazing. If you go even
further, you'll find a desert biom with a pyramid, as well as a really big desert village that stretches over some mountains! You can even get some snow here because it mixes with mountain biom. Nether is solid if you go to a portal near your spawn. You will find all the biomes you want at a reasonable distance from each other. There is also a Fortress and
Bastion Remains nearby if you want to visit them! Key locations Ruined portal: -325 66 372 Ocean Monument: 350 61 864 Coral Reef Biome: 839 60 569 Cold Ocean Biome w/Icebergs: -582 100 81 640 Biome Mountains: -1102 83 563 Ruined portal #2: -1119 73 686 Swamp Biome: -1105 64 758 Cottage witches: -1304 65 820 Iceberg wreck: -1420 72 947
Pyramid: -1509 74 1226 Desert Mountain Village: -17 79 89 1325 Savanna Biome: -1801 64 1492 Desert Village #2: -1850 63 1757 Nether Locations Nether Portal was built very close to spawning. Crimson Forest: 7 74 12 Warped Forest: -78 75 7 Basalt Delta: 61 53 -424 Fortress: 78 53 -466 Remnants bastion u: -284 73 Natural Sculpture Seed Credit:
KarotBoi - Seed: -1709005712 - Platform: Bedrock This is the seed for you more creative types out there because there is a natural formation, which looks like a head holding a hand not too far from spawning. You can potentially carve it a bit more and get really artistic if you want! This would make it a big focal point for the next base. There is also a rather
interesting area not too far from spawning, which has three ocean ruins that are on land! You can research them and get some quick resources from the chests. If you do nether portal not too far from the original spawn, you have a really nice layout! There is soul sand, scarlet forest, warped forest and basalt delta very close to each other. If you want to have
access to these areas, then this is a great seed. The nearby Bastion Remnant is also very and has a great shape, and in the room with treasures you can easily use you're inside! Key Locations Creating a Sculpture: 1117 79 -320 Three land ocean ruins: 986 66 185 Ruined portal: 826 67 -275 Birch Forest near the iceberg: 513 70 -376 Swamp Biome: 450 63
-956 Village: 124 71 -767 Pyramid: -256 69 74 Outpost: 1501 85 378 Nether Locations Nether Portal was created very close to spawning. Sand Valley Soul: 140 75 6 Crimson Forest: 74 90 -33 Warped Forest: 55 42 108 Basalt Delata: 256 68 -125 Bastion remnants: -214 68 -77 Fortress: -246 67 -699 Credit: DJEvvo - Seeds: 9058136630944956755 -
Platform: Java If you want various biomes nearby then this is a great Java seed for this! Near spawning there is a swamp, a dark forest, a mess and a desert biom. The mess is absolutely huge, and has at least three exposed spider spawning in it! You will also find a lot of mine cart crates on the tracks in the area. You will also find several villages that are not
too far from rebirth. Nether is a pretty good spawn after you get out of the caves. You will find a warped forest, a soul-sand valley and a scarlet forest within reach of each other. There is also a bastion remnant and a large fortress to explore! Key Locations of The Biome Swamp: -119 63 123 Dark Forest Biome: -48 78 155 Ruined Portal: 38 70 347 Pyramid:
100 65 298 Mine: 195 64 244 Exposed Spider Spawner: 201 64 205 Exposed Spider Spawner #2: 195 64 179 Exposed Spider Spawner #3: 245 71 231 Village: -510 64 439 Village #2: 688 64 -186 Nether Locations Portal was created very close to rebirth. Warped Forest Biome: -75 74 57 Soul Sand Valley Biome: -799 84 238 Crimson Forest Biome: -657 39
97 Bastion Remnants: -238 78 91 204 Fortress: -777 61 245 Credit: NDV Games - Seed: 1486378202 - Platform: Bedrock If you are looking for different villages, biomes, and a few ruined portals this grain can be a good option for you. One of the nice features of this is the village of savannah, which is partly on a hill with a waterfall on it. You have three
different ruined portals scattered around some biomes near spawning. There is a desert village, pillager outpost and a second desert village to explore! In Nether, you'll find a warped forest and a huge basalt delta if you put your portal near rebirth. There is no soul of the sandy valley not too far from it, and if you venture deeper into the zone you will find the
remains of the bastion! Haunted Village Key Locations: 549 71 96 Ruined Portal: 354 77 86 Hillside Savanna Village: -294 74 570 Desert Village: -819 64 445 Pillager Outpost: -887 77 249 Ruined Portal to the Mountain Biom: 292 82 -557 Swamp Biome: 735 63 -931 Ruined portal in the Swamp: 817 64 -1028 Desert Village #2: 1494 63 -1163 Nether
Locations Nether Portal was created very close to rebirth. Warped Biome Forest: 105 93 -62 Basalt Delta Biome: -53 86 -172 Soul Sand Valley Biome: -214 46 -240 Bastion Remnant: 23 36 -151 Double Near Coral Coral Seed Credit: MKR Cinema - Seed: 1792133092 - Platform: Bedrock The main attraction of this seed is that it spawns right next to the
village where the double blacksmith is located! This is very useful, so it can be worth it yourself. If you are visiting outside, you will find some interesting areas to explore. It's a pretty heavily wooded seed with lots of cold areas, so if you're in it you'll probably enjoy it. There is a mountain, a snowy taiga village and a whole separate biom of snow opposite the
coral reef. There you will find several ruins of the ocean, as well as a haunted snow village! Key Locations Village w/ Double Kowal: 539 66 137 Biome Mountains: 820 115 -413 Snow Taiga Village: 974 69 -691 Coral Reef Biome: 461 63 3 Snow Bio me: 191 66 0 2 Ocean ruins: 3 65 239 Haunted Snow Village: -221 71 150 Igloo: -370 69 157 Nether
Locations Nether Portal was located near the village. I would not create one near the spawn, you will get into a nice box in an area from which it is difficult to find a way out. Crimson Forest Biome: 67 44 -40 Warped Forest Biome: -44 57 62 Basalt Delta Biome: -73 81 -195 Bastion Remnant: 34 68 -286 Ravines &amp; Villages Seed Credit: MKR Cinema -
Seed: -1260790447 - Platform: Bedrock It was surprising because I just kept coming into contact with additional generated structures! You appear between two villages and large gorges. The area here is quite flat, so you can build this area relatively easily. If you head towards the desert biome, you will find two different villages and three pyramids to explore!
If you get further from the rebirth, you will find a pretty interesting floating island. Nearby there is also a gorge with a mine to explore. In the watering can you find your way into the huge biomis of the basalt delta, complete with the sand of the soul and the scarlet forest not too far away! Key locations of Plains Village: 137 66 -236 Plains Village #2: 85 69 209
Taiga Village (Blast Furnace): -294 63 219 Desert Village: 542 64 582 Pyramid: 554 65 752 Pyramid #2: 362 65 879 Desert Village #2: 198 67 1063 Pyramid #3: 314 69 1123 Floating Island: -436 88 -907 Ravine w/Mine: -164 4- -1056 Nether Locations Nether Portal was built very close to spawning. Basalt Delta Biome: 9 74 -6 Soul Sand Valley Biome: -106
82 -24 Crimson Forest Biome: -243 67 8 Jungle Biome with Temple in Spawn Seed Credit: akirby80 - Seed: 2301921242093702527 - Platform: Java In this semen, You can spawn directly to a fairly large jungle biom, which you can find a few parrots tame. Not only that, you will find the temple very close. There are several different biomes not too far away,
and you will find several villages, as well as a birch forest with a gorge to use. If you create a portal to the web near the spawn, you will find a lot of great things. There is a soul sandy valley, two lower fortresses, a basalt delta, a warped forest and a bastion remnant! These are almost all the things position to be one. Key Locations Jungle Temple: 149 66 62
Swamp Biome: 23 64 68 Plains Village: -264 64 -267 Plains Village #2: 148 62 -993 Birch Forest w / Gorge: 512 63 -406 Nether Locations Portal was created very close to spawning. Sand Valley Soul: 90 43 54 Nether Fortress: 126 64 155 Nether #2 Fortress: 299 58 -67 Basalt Delta: 340 74 -128 Warped Forest: -84 74 -124 Bastion Remnants: -133 58 -237
Savanna &amp; Pillager Outpost at Spawn Seed Credit: akirby80 - Seed: 1372924966665103357 - Platform: Java Pretty cool spawn that gets savannah and pillager outpost right in spawn. You are also next to a very large desert, which has many pyramids and a fairly large village. Not far from here you will find a ruined portal, as well as the village of
savannah, which is located near the desert. There are several villages to check, and if you go into the water near spawning you will find a frozen ocean with quite a few icebergs. In enough you will encounter the sand of the soul that you can collect, the basalt deltas, the fortress of pots and the warped forest biom through which the fortress runs! Key locations
Pillager Outpost: 89 76 -7 Pyramid: 42 74 297 Large Desert Village: 22 63 546 Ruined Portal: 179 70 662 Savanna Village: 645 68 667 Pyramid #2: 629 70 791 Ruined Portal #2: 905 79 997 Plains Village: 1098 67 368 Savanna Village #2: 854 71 85 Frozen Ocean Biome/Icebergs: -146 64 -194 Nether Locations Nether Portal was built very close to
spawning. Soul Sand: -14 33 62 Basalt Deltas: 10 55 117 Nether Fortress: 152 68 -22 Warped Forest (Fortress runs through it): 151 67 -126 Crimson Biome Forest: -35 91 -32 Mesa &amp; Village at Spawn Seed Credit: akirby80 - Seed: 6221318995556677884 - Platform: Java If you are looking for a whole amount of mess/badlands to explore, then this is a
great option. You appear right next to the village, and the mesa biom is nearby. There is a swampy biom with the Witch's Hut, and another in the nearby swamp district. You will find a flower forest, as well as a new ruined portal! In the dojówka you can visit a huge scarlet forest biom, along with a warped forest. There is a basalt delta to check and even a
bastion remnant that has looting crates if you can get them from Piglins! Key locations of Village Spawn: -255 68 18 Mesa Biome: -155 82 69 Swamp Biome: -281 63 302 Witch's Hut: -443 66 3 68 Witch's Hut #2: -463 65 1076 Flower Forest: 656 85 -464 Ruined portal: -6 73 34 Nether Locations Nether Portal was created very close to rebirth. Crimson Forest
Biome: -26 52 -1 Warped Forest Biome: -132 50 229 Basalt Deltas Biome: -67 49 370 Bastion Remains: -297 73 -119 Jungle Island with Temple Seed Credit: QibliTF - Seed: 14916203336864 - Platform: Java If you're looking for lots of different biomes in semen, this is a great start to your journey to Update 1.16 Nether! You start with a jungle biome that has
a temple So you can go there, avoid traps, and then get free loot. Now, you can almost head in any direction and find a lot of biomes. There are so many of them and they are all very close together. I found jungle, snow taiga, ice spikes, savannah, desert, coral reef, swamp, flower forest and plains. There's so much more to discover, so be sure to check out
this one! Key Locations of Large Jungle Biome: 36 75 -578 Snow Taiga Biome: -410 70 -286 Ice Spikes Biome: -510 65 175 Savanna Biome: -368 71 333 Desert Biome: -136 69 312 Warm Ocean/Coral Reef Biomne: -420 55 994 Mesa/Badlands Biome: 239 83 971 Swamp biomes: 403 64 100 3 24 Flower Forest: 281 78 91 Plains Village: -277 68 686
Ruined patrol: 196 72 897 Witch's Hut: 576 65 516 Ocean ruins: 96 61 -246 Village Next to Mushroom Island at Spawn Seed Credit: MinecraftSeedsEveryday - Seed: -5256854541870744071 - Platform: Java This is an interesting seed because it appears just before the biom of the village and mushroom island. Mushroom island biomes are sought after
because mobs don't show up there, so if you don't want to light a few torches to keep them away, this is a good place to build a base. On the desert land mass, which is nearby, I found a pyramid and a very deep gorge. It looks like a gorge was born in a ravine because it has one level and then goes much deeper in another area. I managed to find a diamond
in the area, but it floats over some lava. Be careful if you teleport to your location because you'll be right in the lava! Key locations of Savanna Biome: 115 64 -165 Wreckage: -197 59 -224 Desert Pyramid: 704 65 10 Double gorge: 733 64 10 Diamond in Ravine (Lava!!!): 74 6 11 60 Desert Village w/Weaponsmiths: 1152 71 296 Villages &amp; Stronghold
Seed Credit: manngamania - Seed: 54658129595979967 - Platform: Java If you want a few villages really close to your spawn, it can be a seed for you. There is a normal village nearby, and if you manage to run into the desert for a while, you will find another one. Near the village on the plains there is also an exposed mine shaft, which is located right next to
the spawning. You can also find a ruined portal, a monument to the ocean and a few other desert villages not too far away. If you want to finally go to the Fortress, it's not that far from rebirth! We have the coordinates listed below, so you don't have to look for it! Key locations Village: 15 67 112 Desert Village: -153 68 38 Mine shaft: -95 39 23 Ruined portal: -
524 74 -635 Ocean Monument 302 61 654 Desert Village #2: 185 75 -472 Desert Village #3: 520 69 -887 Coral Reef: 625 58 -901 Swamp Biome: 496 63 -1106 Desert Biome: 138 70 -1402 Fortress: 297 78 -1398 Desert Village #4: 790 67 -332 Large Haunted Village: 1811 71 -1242 Credit: Avomance - Seed: -931867804274397901 - Platform: Java You start
in the biomie of a flower forest, which is and collecting honey. If we go north, we will find a mesa biom with exposed spawning and a few mines to explore. If you're further north, you'll finally find a swamp of biomes, a ruined portal and a taiga village! In the south you will fall into the ocean with wreckage and ocean ruins. If you're heading south through the
water, you'll find a tundra biom and finally a tundra village! If you go east, you will find a really nice mountain biom, and eventually you will encounter a post. In the west, it expands the mesa biom quite a bit. If you're heading in that direction, you'll end up in a pretty sweet mansion with a nearby swamp biom! Kluczowe lokalizacje Mesa Biome w/Exposed
Spawner &amp; Mines: -206 71 -114 Bagno Biome: 100 63 -422 Zrujnowany portal: 227 64 -542 Taiga Village: 127 62 -795 Wrak: 100 64 999 Ruiny oceanu: 112 63 1032 Tundra Village: 278 63 1693 Posterunek Pillager: 1254 89 137 Mansion: -910 63 319 Nether Lokalizacje Bazaltowe Delty: 27 65 194 Dusza Sand Valley: 13 91 522 Karmazynowy Las: 57
76 798 Bastion Resztki: 50 68 -127 Kredyt: Rigz Digz - Nasiona: -1909600681984991067 - Platforma: Java To ziarno ma dużo różnorodności w prawo odrodzenia ze względu na to, że jest w pobliżu Pola Grzybów, Mesa, i Forest Biome! You can go to the mushroom area for safety against monsters and then go explore quite a few mines in the mesa biomie!
If you develop more outside, you will find villages in the desert, a biome swamp with a hut, and you can also find ruined portals! There's a lot to love about this grain, so if you're looking for a few varieties then this could be the one for you! If you create a Nether Portal in the initial spawn area, you'll start in the Crimson Forest, which can have Piglins to trade!
Key locations of the Mesa Mine: -71 67 -89 Shipwreck near Mesa: 119 52 -191 Mesa #2 Mine: 79 69 -334 Wooded Badlands Biome: -2 94 -394 Witch's Hut/Swamp Biome: -444 68 -396 Desert Village: -1320 63 393 Desert Village #2: -1250 66 807 Savanna Village Partially upstairs: -869 94 787 Ruined portal: 28 70 215 Plains Village: -454 71 234 Ruined
portal #2: -507 71 342 Desert Pyramid: -687 65 330 Savanna Village w/Ravine: -868 70 233 Bamboo Jungle Biome w/Temple: 5 73 1369 Nether Crimson Forest Biome locations: -10 0 42 -38 Soul Sand Valley Biome: -127 44 -73 Nether Fortress: -672 61 224 Large Mountain Island w/ Reef Seed Credit: xozacqwerty - Seeds: -4619615235388437653 -
Platform: Java Not appear exactly on this large island But you can do it without major problems if you go northwest and go through the desert biom. Use F3 to track coordinates or simply teleport there using the numbers below. I don't end up running into mushroom field during my travels, but it's pretty far from the island! Key locations Huge mountain island: -
711 86 -501 Coral reef: -695 56 -760 Wreck: 56 -733 Above the wreckage: water: 65 -541 Ruined portal (Savanna Island): -607 68 -298 Ruined portal #2 (Taiga Island): -553 65 -1051 Mushroom fields: -265 63 86 0 Village Oasis w/ Ruined Portal Seed Credit: Plebiain - Seed: 1051939900539129555 - Platform: Java We have here a great seed with biome that
offers a large village inside it right smack in the middle of a large desert. You appear right next to the village, so it's easily accessible as soon as you start. There is also a Ruined Portal nearby, where there is a gold block and a chest that you can loot. They are newly added in Update 1.16. The desert is large and has a pyramid, as well as an additional village
not too far from spawning. There is also a shipwreck right on the shore from the desert village. I've found quite a few villages just doing my general sightseeing, so it seems like this seed has a lot to offer if you're willing to take a chance! Key locations Ruined portal: 70 65 39 Savanna Biome: 5 66 298 Desert Pyramid: -382 69 24 Desert Village: -513 73 202
Shipwreck: -556 57 161 Desert Pyramid #2: -415 69 -213 Savanna Village: -241 64 -247 Ruined Portal #2: -424 67 -582 Desert Pyramid #3: 852 65 -133 Small Desert Village: 1070 67 -360 Desert Village #2: 1364 71 110 Use key locations If you want to teleport to one of the locations I mention, simply copy the numbers listed by one, you want to visit. Enter
your game and this seed, then in the command window type /teleport @s or /tp @s and paste numbers! When you press enter, you must teleport to the location. You can also use these coordinates if you show coordinates in the options before creating your world (Java you can press F3)! I try to keep the locations I list relatively close to rebirth, so try to go in
a direction that matches the coordinates to find it. For more information, see our Minecraft command list. List.
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